
Thank you for your purchase of IG-ZERO series watch winders.

please read this instruction manual carefully to use this 

product properly.

Precaution For Use

１、Please hold the rotaing cup while removing the watch.

２、Please do not rotate the rotating cup manually.it may cause the

    damage.

３、 Motor noise varies between individuals and is not subject for return

    or repair unless in extreme cases.

４、Please be careful moving the winder while the watch is still fitted.

５、 The watch may not be wound up depending on mechanism and performance

    of the watch.

６、 Please remove AC adapter from the winder when not in use for long 

    period of time.

７、 Regular maintenance:

    *please use lint-free cloth to clean the winder.

    *please do not use benzene,paint thinner,polishing agent or any

     detergents for cleaning. 

８、 Plese do not use the winder in environment such as:

    *Temperature below 0℃ or above 40℃      *Unleveled surface

    *in high humidity                         *place with strong magnetic

　　

　　　　　　　　

　　

Instruction
1,Please open the top lid and remove the cushion(fig.2)to fit your watch on the cushion.

  We advise you to wind the watch a little by turning the crown prior to placing the

  watch on rotating cup for smoother winding.

  Please place the cushion inside the rotating cup(fig.1)in parallel with the angle of 

  the rotarting cup.The winder may not wind your watch properly if placed in parallel

  with the ground.

2,Please do not place anything other watch to avoid the damage.

3,The winder starts rotating when the switch(fig.3)is on.

  (-)Rotate clockwise for 10minutes then stop for 3hours and repeat.LED light(blue)

  is on all the time.

  (=)Rotate counter-clockwise for 10minutes then stop for 3hours and repeat.LED light(blue)

  is on all the time.

  (0)stop LED light (blue)is off.

  Some models with large case may touch the lid while rotating.

  in this case,please leave the lid open.

4,Please use AC adapter included by connecting to fig.4 Instruction Manual IG-ZERO
series watch winders

(Back surface)


